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THE COLLABORATIVE COLORADO–
NEBRASKA UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
SYSTEM EXPERIMENT
by Adam L. Houston, B rian Argrow, Jack Elston,
Jamie L ahowetz, Eric W. Frew, and Patrick C. Kennedy

Pioneering flights demonstrate the feasibility of using unmanned
aircraft to collect in situ observations of mesoscale phenomena
in the boundary layer within the U.S. National Airspace System.

U

nmanned aircraft (UA) can provide observations of atmospherc phenomena that are either difficult or impossible
to obtain with existing platforms. It is for this reason that
facilitating the maturation of this relatively new technology has
become a high priority in the atmospheric sciences. This position is reflected in the 2007 National Research Council Decadal
Survey, which states that unmanned aircraft technology “should
be increasingly factored into the nation’s strategic plan for Earth
science” (National Research Council 2007, p. 14). Moreover, the
fiscal year 2008 budget for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) featured an increased 

The NexSTAR unmanned aircraft on the catapult launcher during the 1 March 2009 deployment.
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AFFILIATIONS: Houston

Location of Obs.

2

The terms UA and UAS are not interchangeable, since UA
refers specifically to the airborne component of the UAS.
The term UAS has been promulgated by the Department
of Defense as a more robust term when referring to the operation of unmanned aircraft since the UA cannot function
without the communication and logistics infrastructure
system.
Small aircraft cannot be easily spotted more than ~1–2 miles
from the controller.

Authors (year) Project name,
year of Obs.

1

the UA and both stationary
and mobile ground-based
vehicles; 2) the command
and control of the aircraft;
and 3) maintaining situational awareness in rapidly
changing conditions.
UA autonomy not only
introduces more system
complexity but also elicits
more scrutiny by airspace
regulatory agencies, particularly for UAS operations
in the lower atmosphere
over land within the U.S.
National Airspace System
(NAS), since such operations are thought to pose
an acute risk to other users
of the NAS and persons or
property on the ground.
To our knowledge, only
one prior project, the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle (ARM-UAV)
program (Stephens et al.
2000), utilized UAS to collect low-level observations
over land in the NAS. These
flights were conducted in
the mid-1990s over the
central United States (see
Table 1). The regulatory
environment has changed
significantly since the mid1990s and so, until the work
discussed here, it remained
unclear if UAS operations
in the lower troposphere
over land in the NAS were
possible.
Therefore, while the potential utility of UAS for
atmospheric science applications may be obvious,
the engineering and regulatory hurdles that must
be surmounted for their
use are significant. These
challenges motivated the
Collaborative Colorado–
Nebraska UAS Experiment

Table 1. Summary of previous autonomous UA operations.

investment in unmanned aircraft systems (UAS1—
that is, the aircraft along with the communications
and logistics infrastructure required for their operation) to “evaluate the benefits and potential of using
UAS” (NOAA 2008, p vi).
Many scientific applications of UAS require flights
beyond the visual line of sight of the controller.2 These
operations require the versatility provided by increasing levels of autonomy in the UAS command and control architecture beyond that provided by the simple
line-of-sight radio control used for model aircraft. A
significant increase in system complexity is required
to realize increased versatility/autonomy. Furthermore, observing mesoscale phenomena, particularly
those that might be associated with precipitation, requires an ability to operate the UAS in high humidity
and in the presence of strong aerodynamic forces. At
a minimum, these conditions challenge the efficient
operation of the UA and could compromise the flow
of scientific and engineering data across the system.
However, these conditions could also render the UA
inoperable and unsafe. Managing the acute risk posed
by the operation of UAS in the low levels of the atmosphere to observe mesoscale phenomena requires
novel engineering solutions for 1) the communication
between the multiple vehicles in the UAS, including
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Lin (2006) 2005
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van den Kroonenberg et al. (2008) 2006/07

Ambrosia et al. (2004) Wegener et al. (2008)
Western States Fire Mission, 2007

Northern Indian Ocean

Atlantic Ocean

Beven et al. (2008) NOAA tropical cyclone
reconnaissance, 2005

Ramanathan et al. (2007) Corrigan et al.
(2006) Maldives Autonomous UAV Campaign, 2006

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

Kauai, Hawaii

Halverson et al. (2007) Tropical Cloud Systems and Processes Experiment, 2005

Herwitz et al. (2004) 2002

Florida Everglades

Off the coast of Alaska

Curry et al. (2004) 2002

Blakeslee et al. (2002) Mach et al. (2005)
Altus Cumulus Electrification Study, 2002

Japan

Southern Australia

Off the coast of North Carolina

Port Hedland, Australia

Watai et al. (2006) 2000

Soddell et al. (2004) Aerosonde Global
Reconnaissance Facility Trials, 2000

Holland et al. (2001) 1999

Holland et al. (2001) Port Hedland trial,
1998
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(CoCoNUE). The overarching objective of this collaborative project between the University of Colorado
at Boulder and the University of Nebraska—Lincoln
was to examine the feasibility of using a small UA
operating semiautonomously to observe atmospheric
phenomena within the terrestrial boundary layer of
the NAS. To satisfy this objective, a field experiment
was designed that utilized a UAS developed by the
University of Colorado’s Research and Engineering
Center for Unmanned Vehicles (RECUV) to collect
in situ data across airmass boundaries located over
the Pawnee National Grassland (PNG) in northeast
Colorado. The field phase of CoCoNUE was conducted on 1 March and 30 September 2009. During
the 30 September operations, the UA was f lown
across both a cold front and thunderstorm-generated
gust front. To our knowledge, the flights executed
as part of CoCoNUE represent the first time that a
UAS has been used to collect in situ observations of
mesoscale phenomena in the lower atmosphere over
land in the NAS.
PREVIOUS APPLICATION OF UAS IN THE
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES. Since their earliest
military applications, the UAS has been seen as an
ideal platform for missions that are deemed too dull,
dirty, or dangerous for manned aircraft. UAS that include small UA also benefit from flexibility in launch
and landing, rapid deployability, and overall aerodynamic agility compared to manned aircraft. Such
UAS characteristics are particularly well suited for a
number of applications in the atmospheric sciences,
especially ones involving mesoscale phenomena.
The earliest application of UAS in the atmospheric
sciences documented in the formal literature was in
the ARM-UAV program in the mid-1990s (Stephens
et al. 2000; Table 1). Originally proposed in 1991 as
part of the Atmospheric Remote Sensing and Assessment Program, ARM-UAV was responsible for several
“firsts,” including the first unescorted flight of a UA
in class-A (controlled) airspace.
While observations were collected in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) during the ARM-UAV
program, the principal focus was on the radiative
processes within the mid/upper troposphere. Thus,
the project required a large (>500 kg) UA capable of
operating at high altitudes and for long deployments.
Other notable projects such as the Altus Cumulus
Electrification Study (ACES; Blakeslee et al. 2002;
Mach et al. 2005) and the Western States Fire Mission
(Ambrosia et al. 2004; Mach et al. 2005; Wegener
et al. 2008) have also used large, high-altitude, longendurance UA. The versatility of small UA (<25 kg
42
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takeoff weight) has been embraced by a number of
investigators who require flexibility in launch and
landing, rapid deployability, and reduced cost of
operation, maintenance, and replacement compared
to the large class of UA. The Aerosonde (Holland
et al. 2001) is an example of a small UA that has
been used extensively for atmospheric science research (Table 1). Other examples include the Manta
used in the Maldives Autonomous UAV Campaign
(Corrigan et al. 2006; Ramanathan et al. 2007) and
the Meteorological Mini UAV used for turbulence
measurements in Germany (van den Kroonenberg
et al. 2008).
As noted in Table 1, many of the atmospheric science research projects utilizing UAS are conducted
over the oceans (e.g., Holland et al. 2001; Curry et al.
2004; Corrigan et al. 2006; Lin 2006; Halverson et al.
2007; Beven et al. 2008), where the probability of
encountering general aviation aircraft is low and the
risk to people and property on the surface is nearly
nonexistent. Of the projects that have been conducted
over land, only the ARM-UAV project in the mid1990s, ACES in 2002, the Kauai coffee plantation
surveillance project in 2002 (Herwitz et al. 2004),
and the Western States Fire Mission in 2007 have
been conducted in the NAS. Operations over land
in the NAS are notable because the policies for UAS
operation in the NAS tend to be far more restrictive
than those in other countries. Of these four projects
conducted over land in the NAS, only the ARM-UAV
operated in the lowest 1 km of the troposphere. This
characteristic is significant because at these altitudes
the margin for error is small and, as a consequence,
obtaining authorization to conduct such flights is
more difficult.
Prior to the execution of CoCoNUE, only a handful of projects had used UAS for data collection within
mesoscale phenomena (e.g., Holland et al. 2001;
Schafer et al. 2001; Lin 2006; Beven et al. 2008). Of
these, only the Maritime Continent Thunderstorm
Experiment (Schafer et al. 2001) and the Port Hedland
trial (Holland et al. 2001) were conducted over land.
However, both of these projects were carried out in
Australia. Therefore, prior to CoCoNUE there is no
recorded application of UAS to collect in situ observations of (low level) mesoscale phenomena over land
in the NAS.
REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT. The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) is tasked with ensuring that all aircraft in the NAS operate in a way that
does not endanger other users of the NAS or persons
or property on the ground. Kalinowski (2009, p. 3)

summarizes current FAA UAS policy by stating that
“no person may operate a UAS in the National Airspace System without specific authority.” “Specific
authority” is required because UA are not compliant
with portions of Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations and therefore “require an alternate means of
compliance” (Davis 2008, p. 2). The type of authorization required to operate UAS is based on whether
the aircraft will be operated as a model aircraft, civil
aircraft, or public aircraft.
Guidelines for model aircraft operation are laid
out in FAA Advisory Circular 91-57 (van Vuren
1981). Among these guidelines, model aircraft must
be flown within visual line of sight of the operator
and the aircraft must not exceed a ceiling of 400 ft.
In addition, the directive UAS Interim Operational
Approval Guidance 08-01 (Davis 2008, p. 10) provides guidance for dropping objects from UAS: “If
the UA’s intended operation includes the dropping or
spraying of aircraft stores outside of active Restricted,
Prohibited, or Warning Areas, the application must
specifically address the hazard and make a clear case
that injury to persons on the ground is extremely
remote and operational risks have been sufficiently
mitigated.” The FAA also asserts that model aircraft
“are not for business purposes” (see www.faa.gov
/about/initiatives/uas/uas_faq/#Qn2).
Civil UA are those aircraft that are not used
for recreation and are not owned or operated by
the government. Civil applicants must apply for a
Special Airworthiness Certificate—Experimental
Category for UAS and Optionally Piloted Aircraft.
An “airworthy” aircraft is defined in Section 3.5a of
Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (www
.gpoaccess.gov/cfr/index.html) to be an aircraft that
“conforms to its type design and is in a condition for
safe operation.” Further information on airworthiness and the process of certification can be found in
FAA Order 8130.2G, Airworthiness Certification of
Aircraft and Related Products. As stated in the Federal Register Notice (www.faa.gov/about/initiatives
/uas/reg/media/frnotice_uas.pdf), Unmanned Aircraft Operations in the National Airspace System,
“UAS issued experimental certificates may not be
used for compensation or hire.”
The operation of UAS owned by the U.S. government, state governments, and agencies is considered
“public use.” For UAS operating as public aircraft, the
authority is the Certificate of Authorization or Waiver
(COA). Current policies for the COA are outlined
by Davis (2008) and Kalinowski (2009). The COA
application requires an airworthiness statement and
the contingency procedures that will be executed for
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

many possible equipment malfunctions or emergencies. Authorization is given for a single aircraft and
single geographic region.
As a government-sponsored project executed by
the Universities of Colorado and Nebraska, UAS
operations for CoCoNUE were public operations
and therefore required a COA. COA 2008-WSA-51
was granted by the FAA for the Hobbico NexSTAR
airframe to be operated within coordinate boundaries
located in the Pawnee National Grassland (see Fig. 1b
for the region covered by the COA). For CoCoNUE
and similar projects, the FAA mandates the following
for UAS operation:
• The UA must remain within visual contact of an
observer (ground based in this experiment) at all
times. The nominal separation between the UA
and the observer is 1 mi horizontally and 1,000 ft
vertically. This is required to enable deconfliction
if other aircraft enter the nearby airspace.
• A Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) is a sufficient
mechanism for notifying pilots of impending
operations.
• It is necessary to maintain the ability to communicate with local air traffic control and manned
aircraft (in this case, through a hand-held aviation
radio).
THE UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM.
The NexSTAR unmanned aircraft. The choice of aircraft was principally guided by the need to target
transient mesoscale phenomena. The scale of such
phenomena—typically O(10 km)—constrains the
cruising speed and endurance of the aircraft. The
transience and variability of mesoscale phenomena
require an aircraft that is rapidly deployable and redeployable and therefore constrain the aircraft size.
The maximum anticipated sustained winds dictate
the aircraft’s maximum air speed.
The NexSTAR UA was chosen for this work
(Fig. 2). The NexSTAR airframe is the low-cost,
almost-ready-to-fly kit produced by Hobbico. It is
composed of balsa and plywood covered with a thin
Monokote plastic film. It is lightweight (5.21 kg take
off weight) and small (wingspan of 1.7 m) and is therefore easily transportable. It is also small enough to use
in a relatively simple catapult launching system (Fig.
2). The catapult uses an aluminum rail to guide the
aircraft while it is accelerated forward using rubber
tubing. This system can be set up and taken down
in minutes.
Mesoscale phenomena that are O(10 km) in
size cannot be reliably sampled with UA operating
January 2012
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Fig. 1. (a) Location of Pawnee
National Grassland and CSUC H I L L / Paw n e e r a d a r s i n
northeast Colorado. (Background map courtesy of
Google Maps.) (b) Summary of
flights conducted on 1 Mar and
30 Sep 2009 [map area occupies the region in (a) bounded
by the black rectangle]. The
locations of the CSU radars
are also illustrated along with
the azimuth angles composing the scanning sectors for
each radar (in semitransparent gray), while the hatched
region represents the region
too close to the baseline to
allow for reliable dual-Doppler
measurements. The boundaries of COA 2008-WSA-51 are
illustrated with a blue box. The
NexSTAR on the catapult and
the mobile ground station are
illustrated in the upper shadowed panel, and 3D renderings
of the trajectories for each
flight are illustrated in the two
bottom shadowed panels (the
perspectives are toward the
northeast in the left panel and
toward the northwest in the
right panel).

via line-of-sight (nonautonomous) command and
control. Thus, sampling such phenomena requires
semiautonomous operations. The Piccolo autopilot
manufactured by Cloud Cap Technologies is used
onboard the NexSTAR for “low level” flight control
(i.e., instructions to ensure stable flight, waypoint
navigation, etc.). The autopilot utilizes an onboard
GPS sensor to navigate the aircraft to waypoint positions that can be changed during the flight.
Although small UA such as the NexSTAR provide
versatility in launch, landing, and transport, their
small maximum payloads (~0.5 kg for the NexSTAR)
limit the amount of instrumentation that can be
carried on board. However, for missions focused
44
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on collecting observations
of temperature, moisture,
pressure, and wind velocity,
the scientific instrumentation generally contributes
very little to the overall
payload. This is particularly
true of the sensors used on
the NexSTAR. The NexSTAR has also been outfitted with a pressure, temperature, and humidity
sonde originally developed for use in the Miniature
In-situ Sounding Technology (MIST) dropsonde
designed by the In-Situ Sensing Facility at the National Center for Atmospheric Research’s (NCAR’s)
Earth Observing Laboratory. This sonde is based
on the Vaisala RS92 core. (The specifications of the
RS92 sonde appear in Table 2. For more information on the RS92 sonde, see www.vaisala.com/en
/ produc t s / sounding syste ms andr adiosonde s
/radiosondes/Pages/RS92.aspx. For more information on the MIST sonde, see www.eol.ucar.edu
/development/avaps-iii/documentation/miniture-

tonomous operation of the UAS
during CoCoNUE requires a GPS
waypoint or series of waypoints to
direct the UA. These waypoints can
be communicated to the autopilot
in real time, allowing for a dynamic
flight path. In CoCoNUE, instead of
manually setting waypoints ahead of
the UA, the onboard flight computer
was used to track a mobile, groundbased vehicle (tracker) by utilizing
GPS data sent over the ad hoc Wi-Fi
network. This capability is enabled
through the Networked UAS Command, Control, and Communication
(NetUASC3) software developed by
Fig. 2. The NexSTAR UA on the catapult prior to launch on 1 Mar
RECUV. This software resides at
2009.
the application layer of each networked node used in the system and
in-situ-sounding-technology.) Flight-level winds are provides service discovery and a publish/subscribe
calculated in real time using the Piccolo autopilot’s architecture. This allows for dynamic reconfiguration
proprietary algorithm based on the air velocity and of the system and the ability to generate higher-level
ground velocity of the aircraft. The meteorological tasks, such as “track this ground vehicle using its GPS
data collected by the aircraft are transmitted in real information” (Elston et al. 2009).
time to the mobile ground station via a 2.4-GHz
This navigation strategy, termed electronic
(Wi-Fi) data link and are recorded on board the UA tethering, has two principal benefits. First, targeting/
as well.
navigation decisions made by the meteorologist in
The rapid redeployment of the aircraft not only re- command need to be communicated to the tracker
quires the ability to rapidly launch but also the ability only, instead of both the tracker and the UA. Second,
to rapidly and safely “refuel” following the previous this strategy facilitates compliance with the FAA redeployment. To this end, the NexSTAR is outfitted quirement that the UA must remain in visual line of
with an electric motor powered by an easily exchange- sight of an observer at all times. In CoCoNUE, the UA
able battery pack. With this propulsion system, the was flown beyond the visual line of sight of the ground
NexSTAR cruises with a true air speed of ~20 m s−1 station and thus mobile observers were required.
at ~75% throttle and an endurance of ~45 minutes, Therefore, not only does the telemetry of the tracker
enabling flights of as much as 54 km. The engine guide the UA but the personnel within the tracker can
can produce a top air speed of ~35 m s−1, which was maintain constant visual contact with the UA.
deemed sufficient for the mesoscale phenomena of
To maintain the ability to observe both the aircraft
interest. The aircraft can easily reach the maximum and the surrounding airspace, observers in the tracker
altitude allowed by the COA (1,000 ft); the aircraft’s must have a means of seeing directly above them.3 To
actual ceiling is unknown, since operations above facilitate this, a Ford Edge with a panoramic sunroof
1,000 ft are prohibited.
was employed. With this functionality, observers in
Electronic tethering and groundbased support vehicles. The Piccolo
autopilot used for the semiau3

This capability was not available
during the flights of 1 March and as
a consequence severely limited the
efficiency of operations (the tracker
had to stop repeatedly in order to
regain visual contact).

AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

Table 2. Specifications of the sensors composing the Vaisala RS92
sonde that has been integrated into the MIST sonde used on the
NexSTAR UA (based on a datasheet available online at www
.vaisala.com/en/products/soundingsystemsandradiosondes
/radiosondes/Pages/RS92.aspx).
Response time

Resolution

Accuracy

Temperature

<0.4 s

0.1°C

0.5°C

Relative humidity

<0.5 s

1%

5%

N/A

0.1 hPa

1 hPa

Pressure

January 2012
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Fig. 3. The RMGS.

the tracker could maintain an uninterrupted view of
the UA at all times.
The RECUV Mobile Ground Station (RMGS;
Fig. 3) served as the base of operations during
CoCoNUE. The RMGS is a 10 ft × 6 ft × 8 ft trailer
designed to transport and support the UAS and contains a full complement of support tools, a weather
station, and computers running the NetUASC3 software for situational awareness and UAS control.
Required personnel. A minimum of six personnel was
required for the safe operation of the UAS in compliance with FAA regulations during CoCoNUE. These
personnel occupied eight positions on the team:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Pilot in command
Meteorologist in command
Pilot at control for semiautonomous operations
Pilot at control for manual operations
Tracker driver
Tracker navigator
UA spotter
Airspace observer

The pilot in command has the final authority and
responsibility for the operation and safety of the flight.
The meteorologist in command is responsible for making tactical decisions based on meteorological data.
The pilot at control for semiautonomous operations is
in charge of monitoring UA status, issuing high-level
commands, and changing mission-level parameters of
the UA. The pilot at control for manual operations is in
charge of controlling the UA manually during takeoff
46
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and landing over the 900-MHz control link. During CoCoNUE the pilots
were located at the RMGS (one person
served as both the pilot in command
and pilot at control for manual operations). Thus, the UA was operated
beyond the visual line of sight of the
personnel with the capability of controlling the aircraft. The meteorologist in command was located at the
RMGS for the 1 March operations and
in the tracker for the 30 September
operations. The tracker was populated
with a dedicated driver, a navigator (or
the meteorologist in command), a UA
spotter, and an airspace observer. The
airspace observer was responsible for
surveying the surrounding airspace
for other aircraft.
EXPERIMENT DESIGN. Mesoscale targets.
Airmass boundaries were chosen as the mesoscale
phenomenon to target in CoCoNUE. Not only are
airmass boundaries (e.g., cold fronts, warm fronts,
drylines, and thunderstorm outflow boundaries)
ubiquitous, but they are also characterized by an
across-boundary scale on the order of 1–10 km that
can be easily sampled by UAS without requiring
flight times at the limit of many small UA capabilities. This across-boundary scale also has the benefit
of yielding a clear signal in the in situ thermodynamic and kinematic data that would be collected
by the UAS. Despite the small across-boundary scale,
many airmass boundaries are characterized by
along-boundary scales on the order of hundreds to
thousands of kilometers. Therefore, airmass boundaries have the advantage of being easily trackable via
the existing network of synoptic-scale observations
and, consequently, also forecastable well in advance
of planned UAS operations. Furthermore, airmass
boundaries are readily apparent in radar reflectivity
and velocity data during the late spring, summer,
and early fall through the combination of biological
targets and Bragg scattering (Wilson et al. 1994).
Airmass boundaries are not only relatively easy to
target; there is also substantial evidence that they can
have a significant impact on a number of mesoscale
processes/phenomena: for example, deep convection initiation [refer to the review of Weckwerth
and Parsons (2006)], deep convection maintenance/
propagation (e.g., Newton 1963; Weaver 1979; Weaver
and Nelson 1982; Wilhelmson and Chen 1982; Atkins
et al. 1999; Houston and Wilhelmson 2007a, 2012),

and tornadogenesis (e.g., Purdom 1976; Maddox et al.
1980; Simpson et al. 1986; Wilson and Schreiber 1986;
Purdom 1993; Lee and Wilhelmson 1997; Markowski
et al. 1998; Rasmussen et al. 2000; Caruso and Davies
2005; Houston and Wilhelmson 2007b), among many
others. However, to understand the impact of airmass
boundaries on these processes/phenomena requires
data that UAS can, perhaps uniquely, collect.
Area of operations. CoCoNUE was conducted in
the western half of the Pawnee National Grassland
located in northeast Colorado (Fig. 1a). The Pawnee
National Grassland was selected principally because
its modest population density obviates the need to operate over major urban areas and because of its proximity to the Colorado State University–University of
Chicago–Illinois State Water Survey (CSU-CHILL)/
Pawnee radars (Brunkow et al. 2000; Fig. 1). The
ability to operate over a low-population-density area
made it easier to receive FAA authorization. The
proximity to the CSU-CHILL/Pawnee radars yielded
meteorological data that could be used in real time
for targeting decisions and enabled ex post facto dualDoppler synthesis for comparison of the derived twodimensional wind field to the in situ observations
collected by the UAS. The PNG is also characterized
by well-maintained (gravel) roads that the groundbased observers can travel along to maintain visual
tracking of the UA for FAA compliance.
Decision support system. During autonomous operations, in situ meteorological data collected by
the UAS, tracker and UA telemetries, and UA
aeronautical data are displayed at the RMGS through

the graphical user interface (GUI) of the NetUASC3
software (Fig. 4a). The GUI also has the capability to
underlay a variety of maps along with georeferenced
images of meteorological data. The NetUASC3 GUI
provides the pilot at control for semiautonomous operations with interfaces to adjust mission parameters
and issue high-level commands.
Situational awareness during CoCoNUE relied on
real-time Doppler radar data from the CSU-CHILL/
Pawnee radars. These radars are positioned to enable
volumetric data collection over the PNG at altitudes
that sufficiently represent the planetary boundary
layer. The CSU-CHILL staff set up a real-time feed of
both the CHILL and Pawnee radar data converted to
level II format and optimized to limit the bandwidth
required for dissemination. The CHILL and Pawnee
radars were configured for a 3.5-min synchronized
volume scan that allowed for ex post facto dualDoppler synthesis. Additional real-time meteorological data were also made available for situational
awareness. These data included 1-km visible satellite
images and Automated Surface Observing System
(ASOS) observations and were served through the
Unidata Internet Data Distribution via the University
of Nebraska.
The Gibson Ridge Radar and UAS Visualization Interface (GRRUVI) was the primary tool for
integrating radar data, supplemental meteorological
data, UA and tracker telemetries, and road networks
necessary to maintain situational awareness. GRRUVI
uses the GIS-driven Gibson Ridge level II (GR2;
www.grlevelx.com/grlevel2/) data viewer (Fig. 4b).
GRRUVI also provides an interface for communication between the tracker navigator and spotters and

Fig. 4. (a) NetUASC3; and (b) GRRUVI GUIs.
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Table 3. Summary of CoCoNUE flights.
Date and
flight

Launch/landing (UTC)
Flight time (minutes)

Altitude (m)
starting/maximum (MSL)
Maximum (AGL)

01Mar-Flt1

19:48/20:11
24

01Mar-Flt2

Ground station
location (°N, °W)

Maximum distance
from GS (km)

1,495/1,811
316

40.660, −104.411

3.4

18:49/19:15
26

1,495/1,811
316

40.660, −104.411

4.5

30Sep-Flt1

18:12/18:23
11

1,510/1,655
135

40.644, −104.525

0.6

30Sep-Flt2

18:49/19:15
26

1,509/1,933
424

40.644, −104.525

2.9

30Sep-Flt3

20:45/21:16
31

1,593/1,858
265

40.855, −104.504

5.3

the RMGS using the Internet Relay Chat protocol as
well as a mechanism for broadcasting the telemetry
of each ground-based vehicle to anyone running
GRRUVI.
Transfer of situational awareness data and communication via the chat interface relied on the
(Verizon) evolution-data only/evolution-data optimized (EVDO) (broadband
cellular) network in place
over the PNG. For purposes of redundancy, direct radio communication
was employed between the
RMGS and the tracker and
between the RMGS and the
CSU radar operators.
R E S U LT S . T he FA A
issued COA 2008-WSA-51
on 9 February 2009 authorizing f lights by the
NexSTAR over nearly the
entire western half of the
PNG (Fig. 1b). CoCoNUE
was executed in two days
of operations (Table 3).
Two f lights were executed on 1 March 2009 and
three flights were executed
on 30 September 2009.
The f irst two f lights of
30 September (30Sep-Flt1
and 30Sep-Flt2) targeted
coherent boundary layer
circulations manifested as
linear signatures in CHILL
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radar data but were terminated prematurely because
of problems with the electronic tether. The third
flight (30Sep-Flt3) targeted two airmass boundaries
traveling southeastward across the PNG. This flight
is the focus of the analysis presented below.
The preliminary target for the 30 September
operations was a cold front that was projected

Fig. 5. Progression of the cold front at (a) 1800 and (b) 2100 UTC 30 Sep 2009
and (c) 0000 and (d) 0300 UTC 1 Oct 2009. The 10-m winds and 2-m temperature (°C) are also illustrated along with the frontal position. The black
rectangle is the location of the operations area.

to move across the PNG.
Thunderstorm-generated
gust fronts were to serve
as a backup target should
the front either not present
itself in the radar data or
pass through the PNG after
dark (COA 2008-WSA-51
required UAS operations
to be completed prior to
sunset). A summar y of
the evolution of the front
during the day and early
evening appears in Fig. 5.
T he c old f ront w a s
identified in the Pawnee
radar data at ~20:28 UTC
(all times are reported in
UTC). The RMGS was redeployed from its location
for 30Sep-Flt2 to a position
23 km north (Fig. 1b). The
UA was launched from
the RMGS at 20:45 just as
the cold front passed. The
Fig. 6. UA trajectory for 30Sep-Flt3 along with the radar reflectivity from the
aircraft ascended to an
Pawnee radar at an elevation angle of 1.2° and instantaneous UA observations
altitude of 1,858 m MSL
of wind velocity [staff and barb; half (full) barb represents 2.5 (5.0) m s −1]
(265 m above the height
and potential temperature (K) at (a) 20:40, (b) 20:47, (c) 20:48, and (d)
of the RMGS) as it crossed
20:56 UTC. Range rings are contoured every 5 km.
the cold front and entered
the cooler and moister air mass west of the front. segment of 30Sep-Flt24 along with the postfrontal
The UA traveled westward for an additional 3 km vertical profile collected in the descending segment
before returning eastward 8 km. Shortly after the UA of 30Sep-Flt3 (Fig. 8a), a superadiabatic layer is inbegan its westward return to the RMGS, it transected deed present on either side of the front. However, this
a gust front traveling east-southeastward within layer is less than 10 m thick. Thus, for 30Sep-Flt3, the
the postfrontal air mass. The total flight time was decrease in potential temperature above this shallow
31 minutes.
layer should be wholly attributable to the cold front.
An illustration of the UA track (colored according Moreover, the water vapor mixing ratio profile for the
to potential temperature; warm colors correspond to ascending segment of 30Sep-Flt3 (Fig. 8b) reveals a
warm temperatures) overlying the radar reflectivity rather sudden increase from ~3.3 to ~3.7 g kg−1 as the
data from the Pawnee radar is illustrated in Fig. 6. The UA traveled above ~40 m AGL. This increase is not reUA was launched just as the radar fineline associated flected in any of the other profiles collected. Therefore,
with the cold front reached the RMGS. The boundary- it appears that the drop in potential temperature and
relative distributions of water vapor mixing ratio and increase in water vapor mixing ratio apparent in Fig. 7
potential temperature collected by the UA (Fig. 7) near the time of fineline passage is attributable to the
reveal a very distinct increase in moisture and drop cold front.
in temperature shortly after launch. This signal is
Wind observations collected by the UAS during
ostensibly the cold front; however, because the UA 30Sep-Flt35 generally agree with the dual-Dopplerwas ascending at the time, the observed signal may
also be a consequence of the UA leaving a shallow 4 The temperature and moisture observations in the lowest
superadiabatic layer. As evidenced in the prefrontal
levels of both the descending profile from Flt1 and ascending
vertical profiles of potential temperature collected in
profile from Flt2 did not pass quality control and so these
soundings are not included in the analysis.
the descending segment of 30Sep-Flt1 and ascending
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derived winds calculated near the
flight level (Fig. 9): differences in
wind speed are typically less than
±25% and wind direction differences are typically less than 15°.
Differences are largest for UA positions farthest from dual-Doppler
data points (e.g., 21:13 in Fig. 9 for
which the lateral separation, Δx, is
1,452.3 m). The correlation between
relative speed errors (direction
errors) and the lateral separation
between the UA and the nearest
dual-Doppler data point is 0.85
(0.80). Spatial separation between
UA positions and dual-Doppler
data points is principally dictated
by the availability of radar returns
near the UA. In this comparison, no
dual-Doppler data more than 500 m
vertically and 2000 m horizontally

5

Fig . 7. Boundary-relative distribution of water vapor mixing ratio
(top series; g kg −1), potential temperature (middle series; K), and
UA height (bottom series; m MSL) for 30Sep-Flt3. Water vapor
mixing ratio and potential temperature are colored according to
UA height.

Only 30Sep-Flt3 could be used to conduct
the comparison, since clear-air scatterers
were insufficient to yield clear-air velocity data during the 1 March flights and
the radars were down during the first two
flights of the 30 September operations.

Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of (a) potential temperature (K) and (b) water vapor mixing ratio (g kg −1) derived from
UA ascents during takeoff and descents at landing. Black curves represent the data collected during the ascent
of 30Sep-Flt3, blue curves are for the (postfrontal) descent of 30Sep-Flt3, green curves are for the (prefrontal)
ascent of 30Sep-Flt2, and the red curves are for the (prefrontal) descent of 30Sep-Flt1.
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Fig. 9. Differences between the UA-observed and dualDoppler-derived wind. (a) Time series of the relative
difference (black trace; data points are colored to
match the position on the UA trajectory illustrated
above the panel), UAS wind (blue staff and barbs
following typical meteorological conventions), dualDoppler wind (green staff and barb), and lateral (Δx)
and vertical (Δz) separations between the UA position
and the nearest dual-Doppler wind value. (b) Time
series of wind direction differences.

from the UA position were included in the data
comparison. Gridded dual-Doppler data were
interpolated to the UA point using a single-pass
adaptive Barnes scheme (Askelson et al. 2000) with
a lateral radius of influence of 1,000 m and a vertical radius of influence of 250 m. A 60-s running
centered average was applied to UA data prior to
interpolation.
While collecting measurements in the postfrontal
air mass, the UA transected a gust front that appears
to have originated from precipitation over southern
Wyoming. Figure 10 reveals the relationship between
the subtle fineline associated with this gust front and
the increase in water vapor mixing ratio across the
boundary. This behavior in the moisture field, along
with the change in potential temperature across the
boundary, is also illustrated in the cold front–relative
profiles in Fig. 7 (the UA encountered the gust front
15.5 km west of the cold
front). The gust front is also
reflected in the wind field
sampled by the UA (Figs. 10
and 11). Winds are found
to back from ~300° ahead
of the gust front to 285° at
the boundary to 260°–270°

F i g . 10. UA trajector y for
30Sep - Flt3 along with the
radar reflectivity from the
CHILL radar at an elevation
angle of 0.7° and instantaneous UA obser vations of
wind velocity [staff and barb;
half (full) barb represents 2.5
(5.0) m s −1] and water vapor
mixing ratio (g kg −1) at (a)
21:06, (b) 21:09, (c) 21:12, and
(d) 21:14 UTC. The location
of the fineline associated with
the gust front is annotated
with broken cur ve. Range
rings are contoured ever y
5 km.
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Fig. 11. Boundary-relative distribution of wind direction (top series; °),
wind speed (top middle series; m s −1), water vapor mixing ratio
(bottom middle series; g kg −1), and UA height (bottom series; m
MSL) for 30Sep-Flt3. Wind direction, wind speed, and water vapor
mixing ratio are colored according to UA height.

within the frontal transition zone. Wind speeds exhibited coherent fluctuations across the boundary,
with speeds as small as 14 m s−1 within the frontal
transition zone to speeds as large as 25.5 m s−1 just
west of the transition zone.
SUMMARY. The complicated marriage of engineering, meteorology, and regulatory policy
involved in using unmanned aircraft to observe
atmospheric phenomena in the terrestrial boundary
layer within the National Airspace System has meant
that the feasibility of this endeavor has been difficult
to determine. This has been particularly true for
atmospheric phenomena that require UAS to operate
with some level of autonomy. The UAS and experiment design solution presented here offers an FAAcompliant strategy for using a semiautonomous UAS
to collect data in low-level, terrestrial, mesoscale
phenomena within the NAS. The execution of
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CoCoNUE demonstrated that the
operation of UAS in this manner is
not only possible but also has the
potential to reveal important characteristics of mesoscale phenomena
that are difficult or impossible to
sample in any other way. These
kinds of observations are essential
to answering heretofore unanswerable questions regarding such
phenomena. Moreover, this project
revealed that an open, nonadversarial relationship with the FAA
not only works to the advantage of
atmospheric scientists wishing to
use UAS for such missions but also
helps to move the entire endeavor
of using UAS for science and engineering toward a future in which
UAS operation in the NAS is safe,
easy, and ubiquitous. This project
was only a single step toward that
end. The University of Colorado
and the University of Nebraska
continue to use the lessons learned
in CoCoNUE to develop UAS that
are designed to observe low-level
mesoscale phenomena and to work
with the FAA to integrate these
UAS into the NAS (e.g., Elston et al.
2011).
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